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NEW ENHANCEMENTS FOR AMERIWEB JUST RELEASED 

If you thought it was not possible, well it is! AmeriWeb just improved again. We continue to add new features as 
a result of our customers’ requests. We continue to provide additional efficiencies and higher levels of visibility 
to your supply chain. Here are just a few of the newest items added: 

- Toggle Back and Forth between screens (All Imports and SKU View) just by right clicking. 
And keeps you on the same record. 

- Service indicator lets you understand what data sets to expect by the services provided D-
Data, F-Freight, C-Customs and at the time provided. 

- New Search path  by “Manufacturer “ and  by “Shipper” 
- Added many new fields in all views, just to name a few:  Door Point, Marks & Nos., 9 

different types of custom “customer reference” and matching event date fields to be utilized 
for any customers individual requirements, KPI’s/Metrics, and more. 

- Now Internet Explorer 11 compatible. 

AmeriReports has also been enhanced with so many new reports such as: 

- KPI’s for benchmarking vendor performance on document presentation, carrier and /terminal 
performance, TAC performance, CBP performance and Drayman performance. 

- Logistics Cost by Kg / Pound, or by Container. 
- Enhanced Tracking Reports that includes live rail crossing tracking 
- Demurrage Analysis Report (especially handy with regard to port congestion issues) 
- Too many more to list, and we will customize as needed. 

We welcome you to provide additional feedback to continue better the products we offer. Should you require 
training or support on any of our systems please do not hesitate to contact us at 
techsupport@shipamerican.com or your customer service representative.  
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